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Daily European Wrap 

Investors returned from the long US holiday and immediately put risk on the backfoot, with
sen�ment souring pulling stocks lower, yields dropping to their lowest since February and
injec�ng an overreach into the US$ as a haven (DXY climbed toward 92.70).
That was mainly due to 1) a Chinese crackdown on the na�on’s big tech names where they
have pledged greater data scru�ny for US public companies (2) much higher oil prices (they
touched a 6yr peak before retrea�ng as the market reinterpreted the lack of a OPEC+ deal will
give way to an escala�ng price war; no unity would invite extra barrels to the market), 3)
underpriced delta variant concerns and ques�ons  around vaccina�on efficacy
Gold was caught in the crosshairs, as is usually the case in a risk-off shoot-first move, since its
pulls yields lower but US$ higher. With real yields much lower, some opportunis�c longs
helped push prices to $1815, which was very short-lived. The white metals came under heavy
pressure – as expected with the move in macro risk – with Silver down to $26, Pla�num to
$1080 and Palladium falling through $2800.
Eyes will be on tomorrows FOMC minutes, as the market deciphers further tapering clues;
note RBA tapered their bond program slightly (from A$5bn/week to A$4bn/week). 
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